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Abstract: Accurate detection of moving objects is an important step in stable tracking or recognition. By using a nonparametric
density estimation method over a joint domain-range representation of image pixels, the correlation between neighboring pixels
can be used to achieve high levels of detection accuracy in the presence of dynamic background. However, color similarity between foreground and background will cause many foreground pixels to be misclassified. In this paper, an adaptive foreground
model is exploited to detect moving objects in dynamic scenes. The foreground model provides an effective description of foreground by adaptively combining the temporal persistence and spatial coherence of moving objects. Building on the advantages of
MAP-MRF (the maximum a posteriori in the Markov random field) decision framework, the proposed method performs well in
addressing the challenging problem of missed detection caused by similarity in color between foreground and background pixels.
Experimental results on real dynamic scenes show that the proposed method is robust and efficient.
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INTRODUCTION
In typical automated surveillance applications, a
stationary camera is usually used to monitor a scene.
Accurate detection of moving objects is an important
task in these applications, where background subtraction is widely adopted. However, the setup of a
stationary camera does not necessarily guarantee a
stationary background. Examples of non-stationary
backgrounds abound in the real world, including periodic motions, such as a ceiling fans or escalators,
and dynamic textures, such as waving trees or flowing
water. Furthermore, the camera will not keep absolutely stationary due to wind or vibration in the environment, which can also lead to background motion.
Various statistical background modeling techniques
*
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have been introduced to model the uncertainties of
background pixels for moving object detection (Wren
et al., 1997; Stauffer and Grimson, 2000; Elgammal
et al., 2002).
The idea that the color of a pixel over time in a
static scene could be modeled by a single Gaussian
distribution was introduced by Wren et al.(1997),
who modeled the color of each pixel with a single 3D
Gaussian. Stauffer and Grimson (2000) proposed the
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to model the multimodality of the underlying background probability
density function. The decision whether a pixel belongs to the background is made by comparing it with
each Gaussian density. Nonparametric data-driven
kernel density estimation (KDE) was used by Elgammal et al.(2002) to address the uncertainty of
spatial location and to handle multiple modes in the
intensity of the background.
These algorithms model each pixel independently. They ignore the significant correlation that
exists between the intensities of neighboring pixels,
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which can be used to achieve higher detection accuracy in the presence of dynamic background. To address the issue, Sheikh and Shah (2005) modeled
background as a single probability density distribution using a nonparametric KDE method over a joint
domain-range representation of image pixels. Furthermore, they explicitly modeled the foreground in a
fashion consistent with the background model to
augment the detection of objects. Finally, instead of
directly applying a threshold to membership probabilities, a MAP-MRF (the maximum a posteriori in
the Markov random field) decision framework was
proposed in which the background and foreground
models were combined in a Bayesian framework. It
has been shown that joint domain-range scene modeling based on nonparametric KDE is better than the
previously proposed methods. Sheikh’s moving object detection scheme performs suitably well in several challenging situations.
However, in real world scenes the observed color
features generated by the foreground and background
often overlap strongly in the same position (Fig.1).
Most existing statistical object detection algorithms
(Wang and Tan, 2002; Mahamud, 2006; Sun et al.,
2006; Lu and Hager, 2007) present a weak description
of foreground. Though Sheikh and Shah (2005) used
the temporal persistence of moving objects to model
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Fig.1 An example of foreground and background color
overlapping in a dynamic scene
(a) A frame of the fountain sequence; (b) A background
image of (a); (c) and (d) are intensity histograms of the region
within white rectangles (41×41) in (a) and (b), respectively
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the foreground, many foreground pixels are still misclassified when their color distribution is similar to
that of the background pixels. A large number of
misclassified pixels, which cannot be simply repaired
by morphological operators, will destroy the structure
of foreground objects and inevitably affect the consequent object recognition or analysis.
Since the missed foreground detection is far more
severe than false foreground detection using the energy minimization framework (Sheikh and Shah,
2005), the motivation for our work is to improve the
detection of foreground in situations where the foreground and background have similar color distributions and in the meantime prevent any increase in
false foreground detection. In this paper, an accurate
foreground modeling method is proposed, which
adaptively combines the temporal persistence and
spatial coherence of moving objects. Then, the adaptive foreground model is competitively used in a
MAP-MRF decision framework to detect moving
objects in dynamic scenes. Definitive experiments
show that the proposed algorithm can model foreground adaptively and achieve accurate detection of
moving objects in dynamic scenes.

BAYESIAN MOVING OBJECT DETECTION
FORMULATION
For a video sequence taken by a fixed camera,
each frame image contains N pixels. Let S be the set
of indices referring to each of the N pixels. Given a set
of observations I={I1, I2, …, Ii, …, IN}, i∈S of the
current frame at time-step t, the task of object detection is to assign a label li∈{0 (background), 1 (foreground)} to each pixel i∈S, and obtain l={l1, l2, …,
li, …, lN}.
In most published studies, object detection was
attempted by first modeling the conditional distribution p(Ii|li) of feature value Ii at each pixel i independently. The model used can be either parametric
(Wren et al., 1997; Stauffer and Grimson, 2000) or
nonparametric (Elgammal et al., 2002; Sheikh and
Shah, 2005) based on a past window of observed
feature values at the given pixel. The background and
foreground models will be detailed presently. Assume
that the observed feature value of image pixels is
conditionally independent given l, thus,
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N

p ( I | l ) = ∏ p ( I i | li ).

(1)

i =1

However, it is clear that neighboring labels are
strongly dependent on each other. The neighborhood
consistency can be modeled with a Markov random
field (MRF) prior on the labels:
N

P (l ) ∝ ∏∏ ϕ (i, j ),

(2)

ϕ (i, j ) = exp ( λ (li l j + (1 − li )(1 − l j )) ) ,

(3)

i =1 j∈ε i

where λ determines the pair-wise interaction strength
among neighbors and εi is the four-neighborhood of
pixel i.
Given the MRF prior and the likelihood model
above, moving object detection in a given frame reduces to a maximum a posteriori (MAP) P(l|I) solution. According to the Bayes rule, the posterior is
equivalent to
N

∏ p( I
P(l | I ) =

i =1

i

⎛ N
⎞
| li ) exp ⎜⎜ ∑∑ λ ( li l j + (1 − li )(1 − l j ) ) ⎟⎟
⎝ i =1 j∈εi
⎠,
P( I )

(4)
where P(I) is the density of I, which is a constant
when I is given. Finally, the MAP estimate is the
binary image that maximizes function Eq.(4). The
discrete cost function Eq.(4) can be solved for the
global optimum using standard graph-cut algorithms
(Greig et al., 1989; Kolmogorov and Zabih, 2004).

OBJECT DETECTION METHOD USING AN
ADAPTIVE FOREGROUND MODEL
In the following subsections, the foreground and
background models in Sheikh and Shah (2005) are
reviewed and then the proposed foreground model is
presented. Finally the complete object detection
schedule is introduced.
Joint domain-range based KDE model
In most previous work, only the background
feature distribution p(Ii|li=0) has been explicitly
modeled using a past window of observed feature

values that were labeled background in previous
frames. To model the foreground, a uniform threshold
value is often implicitly assumed, i.e., p(Ii|li=1)=γ.
⎧1/(NC ), joint domain-range based KDE model,
⎩1/C , range based KDE model,
(5)

γ =⎨

where N is the number of pixels of a frame and C is
the number of possible color values. Sheikh and Shah
(2005) defined γ as 1/(NC), which means that at any
time a foreground pixel can have any color at any
location in the image with a uniform probability.
However, this foreground model does not take into
account the knowledge gained from the objects detected in previous frames. Their foreground is also
modeled in exactly the same manner as the background using a past window of observations that were
labeled foreground in the previous frames.
The observation of image pixels is represented
by Ii∈ú5, i∈S. The feature vector Ii is a joint domainrange representation, where the space of the image
lattice, (x, y), is domain, and some color space, for
instance (r, g, b), is the range. By adopting the joint
domain-range representation, a single KDE model
can be used for the entire background or foreground
fR,G,B,X,Y(r, g, b, x, y).
The background model is built from the sample
set ψ b = {I1b , I 2b , ..., I nb }, which contains all the
background pixels. The parameter Kb ensures that the
algorithm remains adaptive to slower change and
corresponds to the learning rate of the detection algorithm. A kernel density estimator is built by assigning an appropriate kernel to each of these samples
(Parzen, 1962). The probability that estimation point
Ii belongs to the background is given as
p ( I i | li = 0) = p( I i | ψ b ) =

Here, ϕ H ( X ) = H

−1/2

1 n
∑ ϕ H ( Ii − I bj ). (6)
n j =1

ϕ (H −1/2 X ), φ is a d-variate

kernel function, and H is a symmetric positive definite d×d bandwidth matrix (Wand and Jones, 1995).
The d-variate Gaussian density with zero mean and
unity variance is used as the kernel φ. To reduce
computation, it is assumed that matrix H is diagonal,
H =diag {σ R2 , σ R2 , σ R2 , σ D2 , σ D2 } .
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The foreground model is constructed in a fashion
consistent with the background model: a domainrange nonparametric density ψ f = {I1f , I 2f , ..., I mf },
contains all the object pixels that appeared in the last
Kf frames before time-step t.
1 m
p ( I i | ψ f ) = ∑ ϕ H ( I i − I fj ).
m j =1

(a)

(7)

Once a foreground region is detected in the previous frame, there is an increased probability of observing a foreground region in the current frame, in
the same proximity and with a similar color distribution. However, the uniform model can be used to
detect objects which newly appear in the scenes. Thus,
foreground probability is expressed as a mixture of
the uniform value and the kernel density function:
p ( I i | li = 1) = αγ + (1 − α ) p ( I i | ψ f ),
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where α<<1 is the mixture weight with a fixed value.
Novel foreground model
Sheikh and Shah (2005) explicitly modeled the
foreground with the mixture of a uniform distribution
and the kernel density function to augment the detection of objects. When the object pixels and the background pixels have a similar color, the uniform foreground model (Eq.(5)) or the mixture foreground
model (Eq.(8)) cannot model the foreground discriminatively. When the foreground model and background model are used competitively, many false
detections are usually produced. Figs.2a and 2b show
the detection result of Sheikh’s algorithm and the
uniform foreground model for Fig.1a. It is clear that
the head and left hand of the walker are seriously
misclassified, because of their similar color
distribution.
To solve this problem, we introduce the spatial
color feature of foreground objects in the current
frame to the foreground model. The theory that
neighboring pixels belonging to foreground should
have similar color in a frame is used in our approach.
Thus, if the color statistics of the nearby foreground
pixels can be estimated, the constraint of spatial color
can be used in the foreground model to enhance its
discrimination.

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig.2 (a) Detection result using Sheikh’s algorithm;
(b) Result obtained using the uniform foreground model;
(c) Determination of FPG (foreground peer group) for the
pixel at the center of Fig.1a; (d) Background negative
log-likelihood map; (e) Foreground likelihood map of the
FPG based Gaussian foreground model; (f) Result obtained by the proposed method; (g) Original masked
image

The spatial color model of a given pixel is
learned from the nearby foreground pixels, which are
identified by a simple likelihood ratio classifier. With
the KDE based joint domain-range background model,
we can mark the pixel that has a low log-likelihood
ratio value as ‘definite foreground’. The classifier is
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where α i′ is the mixture weight, which is a trade-off

p( Ii | ψ b )
⎧
>κ,
⎪1, − ln
γ
δ(i ) = ⎨
⎪0, otherwise,
⎩

(9)

where κ is the threshold and is set to zero, which
means the background is less likely than the foreground. Fig.2b is the result of this classifier. Let F
denote the set of pixels marked as ‘definite foreground’ in the current frame, F={i|i∈S, δ(i)=1}. Let Ni
be the set of pixels in a w×w window centered at pixel
i. Therefore, Fi=F∩Ni is defined as the neighboring
foreground pixels of pixel i. Then, the foreground
peer group (FPG) Fi PG can be constructed which
consists of pixels with similar colors to the pixel i in
Fi. The concept of a peer group was proposed by Deng
et al.(1999). They used the peer group pixels to estimate the filtering result and a Fisher’s discriminant
estimation based approach to construct the peer group
for each pixel. For computational reduction, the construction of a peer group can be simplified to finding
pixels whose color values are close enough to the
central pixel. Namely, F PG = { j | j ∈ F , I − I < τ }.
i

i

i

j

Here, Ii is a 3D color vector of pixel i, ignoring the
domain information of feature vector Ii. Fig.2c shows
the determination of FPG for the central pixel of the
rectangle region in Fig.1a in RGB color space. τ is set
to 60.
To calculate the foreground probability of pixel i
in the current frame using the local foreground color
distribution, a Gaussian distribution is used to model
the local foreground color over the FPG, i.e.,
p ( I ) = N ( I | μ , Σ ).
FPG

i

i

i

i

The FPG-based Gaussian foreground model can
handle the local color coherence of objects effectively,
but it will also bring some false foreground detection.
However, the main problem of the joint domain-range
based KDE foreground model is the low discriminative capability of similar color distributions. Therefore, our foreground model approach is to combine
the temporal persistence and the spatial coherence of
moving objects adaptively:
p ( I i | li = 1) = α i′ pFPG ( Ii ) + (1 − α i′) p ( I i | ψ f ), (10)

between the FPG-based Gaussian model and the joint
domain-range based KDE model. If the foreground
and background colors can be well separated, it
should rely more on the second term; otherwise, it
should rely on the first term. For this purpose, we
adaptively mix two models based on the discriminative capabilities of the joint domain-range based
foreground and background models. Our adaptive
mixture is

⎛

αi′ = exp ⎜⎜ − ln
⎝

p( I i | ψ f )
p( Ii |ψ b )

⎞
⎟⎟ .
⎠

(11)

If the foreground and background colors can be
well separated, i.e., the likelihood difference is large,
the mixture weight α i′ is set to be small, and the
foreground model is set to rely more on the joint
domain-range based KDE model. Otherwise, α i′ is
large and the foreground model relies more on the
FPG-based Gaussian model.
Fig.2d shows the background negative loglikelihood map of Fig.1a. Fig.2e is the foreground
log-likelihood map of the FPG-based Gaussian foreground model.
Object detection schedule
Instead of using only likelihoods, prior information of neighborhood spatial context is enforced in
a MAP-MRF framework. Sheikh and Shah (2005)
provided a good object detection scheme which we
have also used. The complete object detection algorithm consists of a detection step and a model update
step, described as follows:
Detection step: compute p(Ii|li=0) (Eq.(6)) and
p(Ii|li=1) (Eq.(10)), and then maximize Eq.(4) by the
graph-cut algorithm.
Model update step: remove all pixels in ψf from
Kf frames ago and append all pixels detected as foreground in the current frame to ψf, remove all pixels in
ψb from Kb frames ago, and append all pixels of the
current frame to ψb.
Fig.2f is the result obtained by the proposed
method and Fig.2g is the original masked image. The
problem of misclassified regions of the walker is
resolved, and no obvious false foreground detection is
produced.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithm was tested on three sequences
with dynamic scenes on a PC with 2.8 GHz CPU and
1 GB RAM. Our C programming language implementation of the proposed approach using the adaptive foreground model can process about 3 to 4
frames/s for a frame size of 360×240.
For all the results, the bandwidth matrix H was
parameterized as a diagonal matrix with three equal
variances pertaining to the range, represented by σ R2
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The results of Sheikh’s algorithm are consistent with
previous analyses. Many misclassified foreground
pixels are generated because they have a color distribution similar to the background. The misclassified
foreground pixels (Fig.3, fourth row) are corrected
while preventing an increase in the false foreground
detection.

and two equal variances pertaining to the domain,
represented by σ D2 . The value used in the experiment
was (σ R2 , σ D2 ) = (16, 25). The parameters Kb and Kf
were set to 20 and 3, respectively. The size of the
neighborhood window could be evaluated based on
the bounding rectangle obtained by the coarse detected result with Eq.(9), and w was set to 41 for the
first sequence and 21, 31, and 41 for the second and
third sequences. Because of the adaptive mixing
factor of Eq.(10), our foreground model can adjust the
rate between the FPG-based Gaussian model and joint
domain-range based KDE model. If the neighborhood
of the calculating FPG is large enough to gain the
spatial coherence constraint, the proposed foreground
model is not sensitive to w.
The threshold τ which defines the maximum
distance of color between pixels of FPG was set to 60
in the experiments. It is stressed that no morphological operators were used in the experiment. The
experimental results for the proposed method, the
GMM, and Sheikh’s method are compared qualitatively and quantitatively.

Fig.3 The top row shows the original images of the fountain sequence, the second row shows the results obtained
using a five-component Gaussian mixture model, and the
third row shows the results obtained using Sheikh’s algorithm. The fourth row shows the results obtained by the
proposed method, and the fifth row shows the original
masked image

Qualitative analysis
The fountain sequence (Sheikh and Shah, 2005)
contains three sources of dynamic textures: tree
branch oscillation, fountains, and the shadow of the
tree on the grass below. Three frames typical of the
sequence are shown in the top row of Fig.3. The experimental results for the proposed method, the GMM,
and Sheikh’s method are also shown in Fig.3.
The results of the GMM (Fig.3, second row)
contain not only missed foreground detection but also
false foreground detection. With this method, it is not
easy to keep a balance between missed and false detection in a dynamic scene like the fountain sequence.

Fig.4 shows three successive frames and corresponding results of the car sequence, where a walker
is moving in front of a similar-colored car. The object
region is clearly split using Sheikh’s algorithm. The
proposed algorithm is able to correct most missed
foreground detection and obtain an integrated object.
The results also show that our method is not sensitive
to the parameter w.
Fig.5 shows three successive frames and corresponding results of the hall sequence, where the
challenge is the similar white color between the
garment and the wall. The moving object can also be
detected accurately by the proposed method.
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Fig.4 The top row shows three successive images of the
car sequence, the second row shows the results obtained
using Sheikh’s algorithm, and the third to fifth rows show
the results obtained by the proposed method with w=21,
31, and 41, respectively. The last row shows the ground
truth images

Fig.5 The top row shows three successive images of the
hall sequence, the second row shows the results obtained
using Sheikh’s algorithm, and the third to fifth rows show
the results obtained by the proposed method with w=21,
31, and 41, respectively. The last row shows the ground
truth images

Quantitative analysis
To quantitatively evaluate the detection performance, we introduce precision and recall as

approach are also shown. The detection using only the
background model is equal to Eq.(9). The loglikelihood ratio using both the background model and
the proposed foreground model is

Precision=
Recall=

Number of true positives detected
,
Total number of positives detected

Number of true positives detected
.
Total number of true positives in ground truth

We manually segmented 30 successive frames of
the car and hall sequences into foreground and background as ground truth data. The per-frame detection
rates of the proposed algorithm and Sheikh’s algorithm are shown in Figs.6 and 7. The detection recall
and precision at each level of the proposed

L(i ) = − ln

p ( I i | li = 1)
.
p ( I i | li = 0)

If L(i)>0, i is labeled as foreground; otherwise, it is
labeled as background.
With the car and hall sequences, the proposed
method achieves detection accuracy similar to
Sheikh’s algorithm in terms of precision, and achieves
higher detection accuracy in terms of recall. In other
words, the missed foreground detection rate drops
without any increase in false foreground detection.
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Fig.6 Detection precision (a) and recall (b) for the car
sequence

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, a foreground model is proposed
that adaptively combines the temporal persistence and
spatial coherence of a moving object. Building on the
advantages of Sheikh’s moving object detection
framework, the proposed method performs well in the
challenging situation of similar color in foreground
and background pixels. Definitive experiments show
that the proposed algorithm can model foreground
effectively and improve the detection of objects while
preventing any increase in false detection.

Background model

Likelihood ratio

Sheikh’s

Proposed, w=21

Proposed, w=31

Proposed, w=41

Fig.7 Detection precision (a) and recall (b) for the hall
sequence
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